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“What’s your Fetish Ball costume?”

ELIZABETH CRISMAN: An excoriated trout, draped seductively about my form.
HANNAH LOONEY: Corpse. My costume for every ball is Corpse.
EMMA RENNIE: I’ll either wear a Nutella costume...or actual Nutella.
SAM SEXTON: The same clothes I wore for the entirety of my Qual weekend.
ILANA NOVAKOSKI: Sexy Betty Crocker.

Academic Adviser: Jenny, we need to talk about your performance here at Reed. This is 
getting out of  hand.

Jenny: How so?

AA: Well, I mean, look at your transcript! You’ve gotten seven Ds in your time here. Seven. 
Now, if  you retake--

J: What are you trying to say, exactly?

AA: What do you mean?

J: Don’t you think that’s my business, sir, not yours? I mean, how on earth does that even 
relate to my academic performance?

AA: I...I really don’t know what you mean. This--this is your academic performance, Jenny. 
That’s what we’re both looking at, right now. Seven Ds, not to mention eight  Cs in just the 
last two years. Now there are, of  course, resources to help you improve. The DoJo--

J: I thought we, as an academic community, had moved so far beyond slut-shaming. I mean, 
honestly. This...this is disgraceful. 

AA: ...Okay I’m 100% certain you’re misunderstanding what I’m saying. 

J: Oh, sure. Pretend I’m the one in the wrong, just to cover your OWN. ASS. Sure.

AA: JENNY, I AM TALKING ABOUT YOUR GRADES. Not...whatever it is you think 
I’m talking about, which, you know...I’m not sure I legally should hear about. 

J: DOES MY SEXUALITY MAKE YOU UNCOMFORTABLE?

AA: No, no no, it’s not...it’s not that, Jenny. I just...I’m your academic adviser! We’re not 
supposed to discuss...I’m here to talk to you about school and your path toward a degree, 
not...sex, or...whatever.

J: SIR, I WILL TALK ABOUT WHATEVER I DAMN WELL PLEASE, WHENEVER 
I DAMN WELL PLEASE. If  I want to talk about how many sweet, sweet Ds and Cs I’ve 
gotten at this school, then I’ll fuckin’ talk about it! You have NO right to silence me, and you 
have NO right to tell me that I don’t belong at Reed because of  who I’ve slept with! And 
anyway, YOU brought it up! I mean, Jesus...

AA: JENNY.

J: ...Yeah? What?

AA: Here, in this room, we are defining a “D” as--

J: AS WHATEVER THE D’S OWNER SAYS IT IS!

AA: ...As a grade of  69% or lower. A C is a grade that’s at or below 79%. That...that’s it, 
Jenny. This is not about genitals. It’s about the fact that none of  your grades this semester 
are satisfactory.

J: ….

AA: ...Jenny? Are you okay?

J: ….

AA: Jenny?

J: ...Please don’t tell my mom.
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Fetish Ball Costume Quiz!
Fetish Ball is coming up! You want to look sexy, but you don’t know where to start. You can’t decide how 
to express the true essence of  kink with your body and soul. You want to go beyond studded leather and 
fishnets, but you don’t know how to stand out. But with a few fun questions, a whole new world of  costume 
possibilities will open itself  to you. Just take this easy quiz, and you’ll be given a vague idea that you can 
interpret as you please!

(1) Pick an appealing body part.
 a) Right deltoid
 b) Alveolar ridge
 c) Cornea
 d) Butts!
 e) Solar plexus
(2) What’s your go-to comfort food?
 a) Berries and cream
 b) Double cheeseburger
 c) Tempeh jerky
 d) Jello shots
 e) Sweet potato fries
(3) What was your favorite book when you were in high school?
 a) Ender’s Game
 b) The Catcher in the Rye
 c) Recipes for a Healthy Mind
 d) The Kama Sutra
 e) To Kill a Mockingbird
(4) Which description best fits your relationship status and/or sex life?
 a) Romantic and satisfying
 b) Rough and voracious
 c) Subversive and feminist
 d) Wild and crazy!
 e) Single and lovin’ it
(5) Which kind of  pet would you want?
 a) Lizard
 b) A fierce hound
 c) Rabbits! Gerbils! Hamsters!
 d) A human with insatiable lust
 e) Ocelot
(6) What do you do at parties/SU dances?
 a) Look at the pretty liiiights
 b) Show off  my moves
 c) Joke around with friends
 d) Perform various mating rituals
 e) Chill out and avoid disease

(7) Any remarkable physical features we should know about?
 a) Uh, I’ve got glasses and a beard
 b) A tattoo of  a hawk on my upper arm
 c) Piercings! In all the places!
 d) Intensely attractive sexual organs.
 e) Eh, I’m pretty average-looking

Now it’s time to tally up your results! If  you got:

Mostly A’s: Go for a sci-fi angle. Aliens, space police, robots and giant snakes… go wild-- 
for you it’s all about those close encounters.

Mostly B’s: You’re the patriarchy. Wear a threatening leather jacket and some cowboy 
boots, and carry a briefcase. Such pheromonal masculine musk.

Mostly C’s: Be natural. Wear your hair down, cover your unmentionables in some leaves 
from the canyon, and when things get hot and heavy, make sure your lube is vegan.

Mostly D’s: It’s your time to shine. Literally. Just cover yourself  in glitter. And don’t bother 
covering yourself  with anything else. You are, after all, mostly D. 

Mostly E’s: Academic type? Do the sexy librarian thing, but with your own flair. Write 
some physics equations and chemical formulas on yourself, or fashion some lingerie out 
of  shredded anthropology readings. Seduce people with breathy analyses of  problematic 
liminality in 8th-century Byzantine tapestries.

Look at that liminality. Shameful, isn’t it? Shameful.

“Go See Caesar,” Says Horny Audience
        Julius Caesar opened Thursday and was declared a success by audience members enam-
ored with the really attractive cast. The play is set in the fabulous world of  glam rock, with all 
of  the actors glittered and pleather-ed up to fit the scene. Upon leaving the theater, one satis-
fied audience member was overheard saying “I never wanted to be one of  those girls who 
was in to eyeliner, but my god! I’m really into eyeliner. And bedazzled vampire collars.”

        Andrew Watson plays Brutus, Caesar’s loyal and loving BFFL. When asked about the 
process he used to get in character, Watson promptly interrupted the interviewer with a 
statement about how great he was: “Who knew I could pull off  an ascot? There aren’t many 
people who can look as sexy as I do in an ascot. And my smoky eyeliner? So hot. I mean, I 
always thought I was good looking, but now I know I’m really good looking. Thanks, Shake-
speare!”

       During the construction of  the PAB, a special pipe was installed specifically for this pro-
duction, connected to a faucet that dispenses hair gel directly onto the actors’ pates. Besides 
practicing smolders in front of  the mirror, the actors have spent their time this semester re-
hearsing and analyzing the poetic and profound language written by Shakespeare or whatever.
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The Great Misunderstanding

Pictured: a Julius Caesar cast member, getting ready for the show.
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